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P RE FA CE

Piers had long felt that the greatest loss to Europe since

World War one, had been the cultural and social deprivation

inflicted on both sides by the Iron Curtain. We heard from

time to time, in the '60s and '70s, of big "plush" yachts

calling in at Leningrad, but it seemed to Piers that that

established little personal contact.

He felt that the modest arrival of a small boat such as the

Wayfarer would present a much better image of a well-

intentioned Westerner wanting to meet his counterparts in the

East. Accordingly, he started to learn Russian, and we spent

several summers making preliminary exploratory trips to the

continent, and along its coast.

In 1975 we made a serious attempt to reach Poland, reaching

Ystad in southern Sweden before we ran out of time, and

favourable weather. The autumn and winter of that year saw

much planning.

Our son Mark was at Kent University, and his summer vacation

was longer than mine as Welfare Assistant at our local Junior

School. So it was arranged that Mark and Piers should set out

from Ramsgate early in July, and that I should join them,

where-ever they were, by train and ferry as soon as my term

ended. I would then take over from Mark as crew, and release

hir for his own plans.

Hence, in this the first section of the Polish Log, "w" is

Mark and Piers, and not until they reach Norderney do I come

on the scene.

Greta Plowman 1994

Note. In the Log, the place named at the top righthand side

of each entry is where the night of that day was spent.

This is probably obvious, but I thought I should mention
it.
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TO POLAND IN SEA URCHIN - 1976

Part One - Welwyn Garden City to Ustka - via Ramsgate

A late start from WGC - about 10.45. AND my
passport didn't turn up in the post - the Polish visa
office has still got it. However, I dug out last
year's Polish visa with my photo on it; this, together
with boat passport, cheque card and book should do for

positive identification if we're challenged. Last year

we got all the way to Sweden and back to Holland
before anyone wanted to see a passport. Because I now
haven't got one with me I shall probably be grobbled
in France. . . However, we shall see; Greta will bring
it with her to Denmark in three week's time.

Arrived Ramsgate 14.30 and launched from old

hovercraft slip in outer harbour. Now lying at spare
mooring in west end.

Manston Aerodrome Mat. Office forecasts
variable 2 to 3, possibly 4 by p.m., visibility
moderate, though fog patches possible by evening.
Chance of thundery showers p.m. Good enough to go. We

reckon to leave 1000 hrs.

Sunday 4th July 3m. E. of Calais

Quite a breeze during the night (we yaw with

our tent) but only light variable airs a.m.
Reluctantly put Greta ashore and trickled out of the

harbour at 1000. Once again hardly any wind in
Pegwell Bay - once again rowing for a little while.
However, the tide carried us steadily south and by

1300 hrs we were at the South Goodwin lightship, our
departure point.

This was really two hours early for our next

tide, but we pointed her nose as near as we could
(wind heading us) in the direction of our next mark,
the buoy MPC in mid-channel. Taking stern bearings,it
rapidly became clear that the only course we could
make was 30 too far to the south. But since the other
tack would take us back towards England we pressed on

through the S.W.-bound shipping lane. Traffic was

pretty frequent - mostly cross-channel ferries and

hovercraft - but not actually frightening. Visibility -

was moderate - poor to the west, so we were glad to be
working east.



At last we lost sight of our guiding mark -

South Goodwin hid itself in the haze and we were still-
30%off our proper course, set sideways towards-France.
We were relying on the new tide to correct our drift
and sure enough, after what seemed a very long time,
MPC showed up on our nose - very satisfying. We were
now able to set course for Dyke lightship (a "Lanby"
buoy during the summer), the leading mark for the
buoyage into Dunkirk. The wind began to fall light
and in trying to allow for the eastbound tide I set us
a bit far down to the south. Still quite a lot of
traffic, but being reasonably kind to us. Eventually-
we saw two tall R.W. buoys way down to port; we
decided to investigate. When we reached the first
one,we were surprised to find it marked "Dyke" - by no
means a "Lanby" as last year. It was tall but not out
of the ordinary. However, here we were - and the tide
was roaring past it, setting us off sideways, the other
way now.

The wind now fell very light, and though the
tide was setting us up the coast, it began to be clear
that at this rate it would turn again before we made
the 19 miles to Dunkirk. Yet we couldn't put back
into Calais against this tide (we were the wrong side
of the shoals anyhow). We thought about Gravelines -
not so far as Dunkirk- but it dries, has a long muddy
entrance, and we were now on a falling tide. It was
getting late. Reluctantly we decided to beach pretty
well where we could get ashore - on what looked
like being an immensely wide (a good mile) wreck-
strewn strand some three miles east of Calais.

At 2130 hrs we slowly trickled ashore; very
little surf but such a shallow slope it was difficult
starting the rollers. An appallingly long roll -
easily a quarter of a mile. NO HH.W. mark? We chose
the highest spot visible; anchors fore and aft, and
rollers tied under. Eventually bed (whacked!)
2400hrs.

Monday 5th July 3m. E. of Calais

The E.bound stream begins about 0400 hrs; I
must ring up Greta; we're running out of Gaz; there's
a Bureau de Change at Calais hoverport down the shore.
So we decided to stay put for the day. And there's no
point in trying to work E. on th evening tide, it
starts too late to get us anywhere useful. We've got
to swap to a morning tide sometime - why not tomorrow,
even if it is frantically early?

So I walked three miles along the roasting
sands and arrived dripping in the-posh concourse.
Money exchange O.K. (no one asked for passports) but,
having extracted Applecroft School's phone number from
the French Directory Enquiries, I was totally unable ,, -
to get through - even with the help of "renseignements.



Having wasted a good hour (very conscious of Greta's

growing doubts at the other end) I screwed up my

resolution and walked a further mile on into Calais
itself to get help at a Post Office. When I at last

arrived at one, the assistant was able to get through
straight away - chagrin, coupled of course with relief

Lovely to make contact - if all too brief.

There was an ironmongers nearby where there

was Gaz, so suitably loaded I set off back, and after

a frying trudge, reached the boat at 1430, having set
out at 1030.

Pottered about for the rest of the afternoon
on these immense sands - far too wide to be enjoyed by

holiday makers - at H.W. neaps the waves are still a

good half mile from the coastal dunes.

Early to bed for an 0400 waking, and we'll see
what we can do with that E.bound tide. At least we

shan't have a very long roll down; the tide will be

rising. Reasonable forecast, though wind easterly.

Tuesday 6th July 3m. E. of Calais

Woke at 0415 - though this was already too

late to use the whole of the easterly tide, which set

at about 0400. However at the expenditure of blood,

sweat, and tears we made reasonable speed and were

ready to launch at 0615. Rather a lot of surf but

looking possible. The tide had risen a long way up
the beach so we only had to roll 20 yards or so

before we were in the first wavelets. Rolling is

tricky at the best of times; all went well and then
the boat seemed to stick. We jerked her once more,

and suddenly there was an ominous cracking. She was

on balance on a roller as the small waves passed; as

one dropped away we tipped her back, looked under her

bows and were met by two or three streams of water
gushing from holes in the plywood - water that had

just entered the forepeak. I felt down into the
water and found a sharp iron spike poking a few

inches above the sand - about half an inch in
diameter, the remains of old wartime barbed-wire
entanglements. We were well and truly holed.

We at once reversed up the beach and back

to our previous site. There was absolutely no chance
of catching the tide now; in fact there was no point

in attempting to leave at all that day since the
evening E-bound tide started so late and we were

anyhow attempting to transfer to the early morning

one. It was all very depressing.

When I felt like it, I studied our damage

more closly: three relatively neat half-inch holes

punched through into the forepeak - the last just

before the bulkhead, plus some savage scores along



the bottom that-had nevertheless not penetrated it.

I had the previous day completely repacked

the forepeak and, lucki-Iy,-seemed to have made a

surprisingly good job of it -'virtually nothing of

importance was wet, chiefly plastic sacks and the

outside of shoes. Still, everything had to come

out, and a pretty rotten job faced us. At least we -

had all day for it.

1 cut a patch from our spare plywood,

measured up, drilled with the bradawl, applied all

the mastic we had, and bolted everything down.- The

outside scores I smeared with gunge - fingers
crossed.

This was all interspersed with hours of

pootling on the beach - these immense sands on which

we shall have spent THREE nights. Still, the wind

blew pretty hard this afternoon and we would have

been having a rough time of it. The forecast was

nono too good for the morrow: Easterly 4 to 5 which

would knock us about a bit - if we ever got off the

shore through the surf.

Well, same plan as before: early bed, early

start, and we shall have 48 minutes more tide with

which to run. The easterly High seems to be holding.

We're both a bit too sunburnt for comfort.. . .

Wednesday 7th July Dunkirk

0400 hours . . . grrrr . . . but at least

not the strong wind they forecast, just a calm dewy

dawn - no, not calm, a light breeze, just right.

Down to the tide again at six; moderate

surf; Mark barked his shin scrambling aboard, and we

rowed up the breakers clear of the shore. At last we

were able to set sail and say goodbye to our

disastrous beach.

For a while we had to make long tacks in a

bumpy sea - left over from yesterday ? but finally we

managed to go on a long beat the whole way down to

Dunkirk, notching off the regular channel buoys every

mile, and arriving just as the tide turned at 1030.

Up the harbour and into the yacht haven. No

problems; permission to stay the night, water,

washrooms, shops - we shall be. able to camp out again -

now for a few nights.

Thursday 8th July Halfway between De Haan
& Wenduin.



Dunkirk is a very busy but well-organized
yacht haven. A massive yacht flying the white ensign
of the Royal Yacht Squadron was next to us. There
were perhaps one or two other British boats - the
great majority of visitors' craft being Dutch.

- Forecast:fine, but 3 to 4 easterly - hmmm.
Left harbour at 0815 on eastbound tide - going well,
though beating. In fact we made steady progress all
day, buoy hopping along the shoals. But the wind
freshened up to 4, and was of course against the
tide, and we made hard,wet work of it. Remarkably a
repetition of last year.

At the end of the tide we struggled on
past Ostend to make our old landing on the Belgian
coast as above - last year's landfall. It was worth
doing. In spite of the relentless urbanisation of
their coast there are gaps like this (perhaps two
miles between the two holiday towns) where, over the
high dunes there is wild scrub and woods. Friendly
holiday folk helped us a long way up. A lovely
evening - set fair again.

Friday 9th July Domberg beach
Walcheren

Set fair? - at 0630 high cloud was blowing
in from the west with a few little fleecy ones lower
down - a sight I don't remember seeing for weeks. An
evident change was on the way. The forecast
confirmed that there was a shallow disturbance to the
west working east, and no mention was made of any
"high" to the east - our constant companion for
weeks. The cool light wind was S.W. and it was quite
misty. Well, at least we won't have wind against
tide, for a change.

We got off a bit late for our favourable
tide, at 0930 - the easiest launch imaginable, smooth
beach, an easy roll, and then a glide into a lagoon
before we met gentle rollers - very different from
Calais beach.

The tide carried us steadily east past
Blankenberg towards Zeebrugge. It was a good thing
it did for the wind did little enough - barely giving
steerage way, and often reducing us to rowing. We
were a bit concerned for our arrival time in the W.
Schelde estuary - we had thought we might be swept in
up to Antwerp, but now it seemed we might be swept
back by the outgoing tide, unable to make the fork in
the channels and sail N. round the coast of Walcheren.

We drifted on all morning and by midday
were consulting almanack and tidal streams atlas
again; but the wind then freshened slightly, renewing
our chances. Since it had been so calm we decided
it would be relatively smooth going if we cut



corners and went over the great shoal in the Schelde

mouth - this would save crucial time.

Visibility had-improved throughout theyday-
(though'at no time outstanding) making buoy hopping

easier. The wind freshened again, carrying us gaily

across the shoals and we crossed easily into the

Oostgaat along the Walcheren shore just as the tide

changed to help us along North. We turned the

corner of Nooderhoofd, punched the tide with the

following wind for three miles to Domberg. Beached

easily, but glad of willing help up a very steep

ledge. Another very good site.

Saturday 10th July Domberg Beach

It blew pretty strongly in the night straight on

shore; the surf thundered threateningly and at H.W. reached our

stem. 0033 and 0630 forecasts were not too encouraging - 3 to 4,

possibly 5, and we plan to cross a lot of shoal water; not so

good. The sky was overcast, wind N.W.ly; a lot of white horses.

Midday was the deadline for decision so we had a

leisurely start, and then walked into the town for shopping.

Changed fifteen pounds at the bank, and then tried to phone Greta.

After three attempts (phone at home properly ringing) remembered

that she was at Molly's this weekend - chagrin.

Spuds,bread, apples, postcards, milk - it all seemed

to take longer than expected and time was getting on; so we made

tracks for the boat. By now the sky was clearing, leaving a

thinning layer of fleecy clouds. The wind was also moderating,

but there was still a somewhat savage surf beating up the beach.

It will probably be a beautiful sailing afternoon, but - forecasts

regarding - we have made our decision and will stay put. It's a

splendid beach to waste time on . . .

Sunday 11th July Brouwershavensche vluchthaven

Yes,it turned into a perfect afternoon for sailing half an hour

after we'd made our decision. But we're happy to take it easy.

This morning we made a leisurely start - tides are running

later - and set out across the approaches to the Oosterschelde.

A fine morning with a gentle breeze to start with. Tricky

navigation across an uncertain tide, buoy to buoy - and the

first one we picked up (a sizeable one) was definitely not on

our chart ("AIDS to navigation" as the manuals very properly

say). We had extensive shoals to thread and if the breeze had

remained gentle things would have been a lot easier. Instead

it freshened substantially, coming up to force 4, wind against



tide by this time, and over shoals.

Reefed right down to the second batten, close-hauled, we made
slow and heavy going, taking quantities of spray. Navigation
wasn't easy, for the shoals have changed considerably since the
closing of the Brouwershavenasche gat. It was a help that this
particular gat I had navigated last year;it enabled us to be
forewarned of a partcular shoal which, when we last skirted it
on its weather side, showed an angry line of white breakers
behind which stood happy flocks of sea birds behind the drying
sand.

I had hoped that we could clear Goeree shoals off the hoek to
the north; we could have done so with the morning wind. But
now it was a case of scrabbling into shelter as best we could.
The vluchthaven at the northern root of the Brouwershavensche
dam was our obvious target, and though well reefed we were at
last able to ease sheets, and we surged over the billows as
though the little boat smelt the stable - we certainly had.

It was a long time coming into view - the last miles always
seem to be the longest. But we turned the harbour entrance as
the evening drew on. As last year, here we were, togged up, wet
and salty, and there were nearly-naked holiday-makers gathering
themselves together in the sun after a hot day.

Helped up the sand by willing hands, and settled in for the
night. A good refuge.

Monday 12th July Scheveningen

We were only just high enough up the shore; the tides - making
- came right up to our bows in the night and just lapped our
rollers. Th weather's a little unsettled; it blew somewhat
during the night, just enough not to want shoal work, but it
was from the east, off the land, which should make for smoother
sailing. However, after a very easy start, sailing out of the
harbour and on to a reach, there was a pronounced wind shift.
It freshened and turned once more onto our nose. Fortunately
we were already about to negotiate the Goeree shoals, and
before the sea had time to worsen we were across them and
into deeper water. Nevertheless, it became another reefed-
down, hard day's sail - one starboard tack, miles long to the
great Europoort anchorage ( a safe place to be - little moving
traffic), out to the Maas Centrum buoy, and then a long, long
port tack up the coast to take us to Scheveningen.

The traffic concentration in and out of the Nieuwe Waterweg to
Europoort, which can be pretty terrifying (the busiest port in
the world?) treated us very kindly. Nobody seemed to have to
take an avoiding action.

By the time Scheveningen could be distinguished in the
distance, the wind began to ease slightly; we shook out our
reefs and made good progress. But about a mile or so from home
the wind began to fade, and a quarter of a mile from the



entrance it virtually died away. We were still effectively
close-hauled and, with the tide now beginning to set against
us, just could-not turn the head of the mole. After having
sailed so many miles through a-buffeting sea it was humbling to
have to use oars to get us into-the-outer harbour; but at last
we were in. Recognized - to my surprise - and welcomed by the -

harbourmaster and his wife - many enquiries about Greta;
invited to the house for "gesellige avond" - Genever, coffie
and shrimps. Harbourmaster had helped re-rig MOSHULU.
(Editor's note: Moshulu was the four-masted barque that young
Eric Newby had sailed in to Australia and back in 1939. His
fascinating account of that had long been a Plowman family
"bible", and great was our delight in 1972 when Piers, Mark and
I came across her in Amsterdam, and were able to wheedle our

way to looking over her. Hence Piers' interest now.)

Tuesday 13th July Ijmuiden

Tides running later, so a later start - also late to bed last
night, too late to ring Greta which I had wanted to do.

However a brief preliminary call first thing established that
all was well, and arranged the time for a proper call at lunch-
time.

Stocked up with supplies in the town, back in time to phone
Greta again, a quick scratch lunch, and away again.

The forecasts have been throwing up less settled weather, and

today it was blowing force 3 - 4 from the south-west. Had we

not had the tide flowing in the same direction - and in the
direction we were headed - I doubt if we should have gone. We

reefed as we were leaving the harbour; it was blowing hard
enough to make this prudent, but once we were on course we were

able to shake them out and sizzle up the coast - very different
from last time.

With a heavy quartering sea we were going as fast as we dared
under full sail - albeit working jib. But it still seemed a
long long leg up tb the steel-works of Ijmuiden.

The evening drew on, and at times the wind showed signs of

fading - as so often at night. Should we beach as last year at
Egmond Strand? But as we approached and passed Ijmuiden pier
heads the wind hardened critically, and our position with miles
of bare lee shore ahead of us, immediately worsened - we
could not beach in this wind without being wrecked.

In the pounding sea - still under full main - we struggled down
into the lee of the north mole of the harbour to see if the
shelter it offered made the surf any better. But firstly drying
wrecks were marked just where we wanted to come in, and
secondly, the seas were being refracted round the mole head



and, half a mile from the shore, were developing into great
surging breakers 10 ft. high.

The tide was still running strongly north, and we were past the
entrance. However, we went about and fought our way back. At
this point several ships chose to issue from the North Sea
Canal and formed an added one to our not inconsiderable
hazards. We struggled past them as best we might, and at long
last gained the shelter of the south mole - shelter from the seas,
the wind blew as strongly as ever. Here we scrabbled reefs in
to the second batten.

We had not wanted to enter IJmuiden - not the most exciting of
industrial ports - but now we were very grateful for its
presence. We contemplated beaching on the one sandy shore in
the outer harbour, but it was totally developed with tight-
packed chalets, and we couldn't face it. So after much waiting
for coasters, we went through the sea lock in company with a
number of Dutch yachts, and finally came into the yacht haven
where we had spent a night on our way home from Germany five
years ago. Much to my surprise, the harbourmaster here also
recognized us, and we were friendlily welcomed. A snug berth
for the night. Let it blow . . . .

Wednesday 14th July nr. Schorldam bridge, North
Holland Canal.

Driving rain from the west on and off in the night and early
morning, but all snug in here. Still blowing strongly when we
got up. It may well moderate later, but the 0630 forecast
makes it clear that we are in an unsettled Westerly spell with
troughs spilling off from western depressions.

Having entered the North Sea Canal we had the option ot taking
an inland route and, though longer, it would lift from us the
hazards of a stormy lee shore. So we set sail at high speed
- east. Turned off the ship canal at Nauerna - money in a
dangled klompje for the first time - and then sailed steadily
northwards. Delays at a few bridges (we were uncertain as
to whether we were allowed to 'shoot' them, mast down, against
their red lights - it became clear later it was permitted),
then out on to a great mere - Alkmaarder Meer - well stocked
with sailing craft of all sorts. On through Alkmaar - where to
moor for the night? - and eventually, after a long drawn out
drift and row, finishing opposite a kennels - late. Yap, yap,
yapl Not much choice, but it'll do . . .

Thursday 15th July Den Helder

Indecisive weather - we've just had a scorching twelve hours



preceded by a calm night - in fact there was barely enough wind
to drift on down the canal to Den Helder. But the forecast is
not good - gales on Dogger. Those lovely Friesian Islands -
would make wicked lee shores. And yet pressure remains high
over Europe; why doesn't it hold these troughs back? It gives
us a dilemma: does one wait here? - hoping all will settle in 24
hours (and suppose it doesn't ?): or cut our losses, so to -

speak,and cut off back into the canal syestem, which though
much slower, is safe. We'll have to decide tomorrow.

Today was really a repetition of the less exciting parts of
yesterday - very pleasant and tranquil - no tacking - but quite
a lot of drifting behind a row of trees. We are now in a yacht
haven, courtesy of the Dutch Navy. At least some good local
information should be available.

Friday 16th July Den Helder

We've stayed put today - rightly or wrongly. There's a new
'high' developing over Plymouth, and the shallow 'low' over the
Channel is filling. The main Atlantic depression seems to be
going to Iceland - where it belongs. It could all add up to
fine weather; on the other hand it could decide to be perverse
and just waste our time.

Shopping in the morning, and an easy afternoon - a stroll along
the sea dyke - in prospect of an 0400 reveille tomorrow. More
fried liver this evening - should be good.

If we can take the outside route round the Friesians it will
save days of messing about inland. But there's no point in
fooling about off unsheltered shores in bad weather - or dicey
weather. So, fingers crossed for the morning (and I resent
having to wake myself for the 0033 hrs. forecast when in any
case I must wake at 0400).

Saturday 17th July Vlieland beach

In spite of a reasonable midnight forecast it looked awfulat
0400 - mist coupled with a rising onshore, also cloud. Should
we go?5 We got up doggedly, on the lines of 'see what it's like
outside'.

But even while we were packing up the mist was thinning and the
wind easing. We got off at about 0600 - just in time to avoid
being swept back into the Waddenzee by the flooding tide. This
proceeded to help us up the coast along the Texel shore. But
the wind as ever - or so it seems - was a beating wind, and
since it was against the tide, we had a wet hard ride. The sun
couldn't decide to come out properly, threatening cloud banks
wandered around, and by 1430, when we finally beached on



Vlieland halfway along its length, we felt we'd had a hard

day's sail. The 1355 forecast was still good, so we've brave

hopes. But if the wind hadrisen a notch or two today we should

have been in some difficulty. - A bit near the bone . . .

Sunday 18th July Terschelling beach

Interesting- the same wind,tide and sea conditions as

yesterday (ie. all the ingredients-of a hard day), but with the

addition of fine weather and a settled forecast. Hence, a

warmer sail (chilly yesterday) with sunlight and peace of mind
as regards wind strength.

We got off a bit late - 20 minutes? (I seem to have said this

before!) - A pity . . . for in any case we ought to have gone

outside the passage shoals; instead of which we went inside and

nearly got trapped by the incoming tide. We had a long battle

with a head wind and a strong contrary tide before we could

slowly tack out on to the Terschelling north shore. Then it

was just a series of longer, bumpy tacks, every so often

taking a good dowsing of spray. I suppose we did have some

easy sailing in the North Sea last year? - because we haven't

had much this time. However, we're now on an easy beach with

low sand dunes; tent protecting us from the east wind. Onions

frying . . .

Monday 19th July Ameland beach - eastern end

Hullo, wind in the south when we awoke - a 'freeing' wind, but

it can only betoken unsettled weather - yet again. It

freshened and veered during breakfast, but was off the shore,

so we had an easy departure. However we had to stand well out

to clear the shoals between Terschelling and Ameland, and we

very soon had to be well reefed down - running hard with a warp

wound in as kicking strap. As soon as we were clear of shoal

water (no place to be in this wind - force 4 - 5) we turned in

to the Ameland coast and skirted the breakers. Still an

offshore wind, so we had her upon the plane sometimes with

self-balers gurgling - very satisfying. Bright sun, but clouds

gathering in the west.

We got down to our old Ameland beach in record time (noon,

having launched at 0800) and from this point of view could

easily have continued on to Schiermonnikoog (and telephone

- not to mention fresh water), but we just didn't fancy the

shoals in this weather. So here we are stuck. Hope to goodness

it moderates tomorrow. Forecast not good.



Tuesday 20th July Schiermonnikoog beach

Well, it did moderate, and we were able to roll - quite a long

way - down to the gentle surf. it's still not settled weather,

and on the run across to the Schiermonnikoog lighthouse one had

to be careful not to sail her by the lee - quite a bit of

following sea by this time. Accordingly, I was a little

apprehensive as to what the surf would be like where we were

going to land - particularly as we were heading effectively

into a shore embraced by two great shoals. But when we arrived

the surf was brief and moderate, and we were soon out of the

waves

Now more difficulties arose. Our new Helly Hansen roller, badly

designed, sprang hopeless leaks along the seams days ago. Now

one of our two old ones - battered but vital - suddenly gave up

the ghost, and we were left with just one and an immovable boat

below the high water mark. Much ingenuity with driftwood saved

the situation, and because the weather deteriorated again,

confining us here until tomorrow, we had the afternoon for
repairs to rollers. Got water, shopped, phoned Greta.

Wednesday 21st July Schiermonnikoog beach

I'll say it's unsettled. There appears to be a massive

depression to the north, and it's been blowing 5 - 6 most of

the day; bright (?) periods and showers. When they came we

welcomed the showers, for they laid the otherwise blowing sand

whch came down the shore in a great horizontal cloud just above

ground level. 'Further towards the stabilised dunes - marram

grass - there is a wide stretch of desert with classic mobile

crescent dunes - the first I remember seeing.

Outside on the shoals there are thundering breakers - the sea

is is no place for us today; we must just wait. The forecast

speaks of high pressure to the west, but it's very slow moving.

Being stuck on the beach near to civilisation has its

disadvantages: the Police are taking an interest in us. We had

one routine visit from a P.C. in a Land Rover this morning, but

this afternoon we had a prolonged encounter with two others. I

had great difficulty in convincing them that I was not a

Dutchman! ! ! (Greta has my passport in EWgland, delayed by my

Polsh visa application).- Why don't I stick to plain English,

like all traditional tourists? They want us off the beach -
camping regulations. - Not in this weather ! Mariners rights !
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Thursday 22nd July Lauwersoog yacht haven

It blew hard and the surf thundered all night, but by morning

it had moderated a noticeable amount - down to 3 - 4? The 0630

forecast spoke of 4 - 5 backing westerly. Weighing up all

considerations (eg our beach has some of its wave energy

preempted by the off-lying shoal) we decided to have a go at

launching. We were going to turn south this time, since the

'outside' route (last year's) was plainly unrelieved hazard

along a pounding lee shore.

The repaired roller seemed to hold up and we were into the surf

by about 1015. It was something of a battle; we didn't get

soaked, but we only just beat the breakers - great brutes

trying to up-end us, or sheering us off into the troughs. We

clawed our way out of them as soon as we could get the jib up.

In fact we held our stern bearing on the lighthouse (leading us

through the only gap in the surrounding shoals) sailing under

jib alone. The shoals were ridges of foaming white ringing the

seaward horizon, and our gap was none too obvious; but we held

on, luffing up into the worst great rollers, some of which broke

and collapsed unpredictably.

At last the buoyed channel to the south that we were looking

for showed up in front, and the seas eased perceptibly as we

bore away into it. The mainland, visible from Schiermonnikoog,

was .:i.ar now and, with a more comfortable wind as well, we set a

reefed main and began to take stock.

It was a bright morning, and we found the shielding effect

ofthe Frisian Islands very real. Consequently we decided to

take the channel downwind to Lauwersoog (where there is a yacht

haven if needed), carry on past into the tortuous, long marked

passage over the Wads to the Ems and Borkum. While not finally

committed we would hear the 1355 forecast and if it was un-

favourable we would turn back to Lauwersoog and safety.

We started along the winding passage in fine style, very little

sea, wind and tide helping us on, but the forecast spoke of

4 - 5, possibly 6, and with regrets I decided on retreat. So

here we are, and its not blowing - much. But I still think

we'd have been fools to risk it. Tomorrow . . . .?

Friday 23rd July Borkum

A decent day's sail at last. We got up at 0600 in order to

stand at least a chance of clearing some of the "summits" of

the Waddenzee passage over to the Ems before the inevitably



falling tide should strand us high and dry. But it was 0830

before we were through the sea lock again and on to the

tideway.

We set out again on the Wad passage - this time against a

falling tide, and quite a rapid one at that. But there was a

strong westerly breeze and, well reefed, we made redoubtable

progress over the ebb. The passage wound and doubled back on

itself through the tangled shoals, but for the time being we

felt, as a shoal- draught boat, justified in cutting corners

while keeping a sharp eye for the lifting centreboard. F'ar

away in front two brown-sailed batters were attempting the same

passage - also shoal-draught boats, with lee-boards; they were

using engines as well as sails to make speed over the summits.

We surged vigorously on, fist setting the genoa jib, then

shaking out all our reefs; *we steadily gained in pursuit.

The first summit was the critical one to cross, and against my

tentative calculations, we all scraped our way across - until

the last moment. Just as we were overhauling the follower of

the two botters he slewed to a standstill and hailed us that he

was fast. We kept clear and surged on. The leader of the

two boats had been quite a long way ahead and was now trying

his luck at getting across the next summit (there were to be

three in all) before it dried. I reckoned he was pushing it,

and we opted for the two deep-water sides of the triangle of

which his summit passage formed the third. This meant running

with the ebb down one leg, and punching against up the other.

This we did most successfully. The following breeze stayed

strong - otherwise we would never have beaten the tide - but

not so strong as to make the run unmanageable. As it was we

effectively ran over patches of "overfall' where the wind

against tide effect was particularly pronounced. After we had

gone alongish way on the second leg we looked back over the

drying flats, and saw our previous rivals - plus some others -

all high and dry, awaiting the new tide. We still had plenty

of water and drove on towards the last summit, which we almost

certainly would not pass.

As the channel narrowed down, the current still remained stiff.

We came up with a boat at anchor, not attempting to go on. The

channel buoys dame to an end and gave place to withies, and now

we really got into shallow water, feeling our way along on the

plate, with the mainsail doused. This went most successfully

for about half a twisting mile; then suddenly we came to an

oozy standstill in the middle of what little water remained -

wide sand and mud flats on either side edged with a line of

withies.

We climbed over the side, out on to a muddy bottom prickly with

shrimps, and attempted to ease her into the deeper puddles. We

noticed with excitement that what water there was was now

flowing with us - we were in fact across the summit if only we

could break free. We redoubled our efforts, lifting and

shaving. At last, yard by yard, we got her' moving again. More

side ticle drained in, adding their depth. All at once we

were in a proper channel again and able to sail. With the tide

now helping us we rattled along, and the distance from this

last summit to the open Ems was quite short. We were across,



and it was only about 1415.

We came out on to the great estuary, and it wasstill blowing

strongly, but as all morning, in a freeing direction. We went

straight across the"Seagull's tail" shoal in the middle, the

wind kicking up surprisingly little surf. There was the

Fischerhafen ahead, and I had never thought that with these

tides it would be possible to reach it so early in the day.

In at last - same Hafenmeister, but in a brand-new office. No

difficulties official-wise, bot, as before, the necessity-of

lying alongside someone. This time a massive motor-sailer from

Jengum.

Forecast at 1755 reasonable; we should set sail for Norderney

tomorrow - and Greta's on her way. It would be lovely to

intercept her ferry from Norddeich, but I doubt if we shall

manage it. Crossed fingers . . .

Saturday 24th July Norderney

Up at 0600 - and a reasonable forecast at 0630. Away at 0800

to have a good chance of making the inshore passages before 
the

ebb tide dries them. - Last time wewent rounfd the N.W. point

and round the outside of Borkum; this time we should save time

on the inner route. A useful N.W. wind; high water at 0830, so

we cut straight across behind Borkum, diagonally over the

Ooster Ems and into the Memmert-Norderney Wattfahrwasser, 
buoy

hopping for the time -being. A heavy shower came down the wind

as we were about to enter the perched channel, making

visibility poor for a time; but the way was very well marked

and the wind held up well, allowing us to beat the ebbing tide.

We continued steadily along the southern shore of Juist, and

soon saw Norderney ahead. Soon we were over the summit - no

grounding this time - and now the ebb was helping us on. A lot

of traffic around the gap between the islands. Into harbour

about 1230. Greta arrived 1345 - Whoopee!



Sunday 25th July Norderney

The harbourmaster here (a very chromium-plated yacht haven) was
expecting us , on behalf of the Dorenbusches, and after a
little sorting out, we set off to visit the Ds. at the little
observatory - das Kap. Though unannounced we were welcomed.
warmly - they already had two guests (and 87 year old Oma) but
at no time were we allowed to feel de trop. Much conversation
over a little afternoon tea; then a stroll over to the north
beach. A light shower took us to the shelter of the town,
through a little park (originally Napoleonic defences), and so
back to their house for an evening meal. (I see I have
completely missed out the visit to Wilhelm's workshop and the
observatory proper.) More conversation - ships, astronomy,
books, and at last, accompanied by the, back to the boat.

No plans yet for today. Rain in the night - best time for it.
A late morning. Just enough marks for harbour dues, bread and
milk. Enquired at ferry re Mark's connections - clear we must
do it properly Monday. Walked along the dunes in the east in
the afternoon. The Dorenbusches and friends came down when we
were back, and we all had Earl Grey tea and Greta's homemade
cake together in Sea Urchin.

Monday 26th July Baltrum

Mark due to go home today - we must wait to see him off.
Shopping in Norderney, after exchanging fifty pounds at 4.50
Deutsch marks to the pound. We didn't expect our money to go
far - and it doesn't. Mark's ferry goes at 1400, so we called
at the Dorenbusches to say goodbye, declined (gracefully I
hope) a pressing invitation to Mittagessen, presented a German
translation, bought in the town, of The Riddle of the Sands
(which may seem a gauche gift, but I think we were able to
explain that it was the local scene that we valued) - and
returned to the boat. There we discovered that the Ds.had
called earlier while we were in the town and, once again had
left a stock of provisions :- 8 packets assorted soups, 3 fruit
drink packs (just right for Mark's journey), 2 jars of pate',
1 tin of condensed milk, 1 large cake. What can one say?

We saw Mark off - he was looking forward to the trip. As we
were walking back to the boat the Ds.on bicycles joined us. We
thanked them as best we might for all they had done for us, and
quickly made ready for sea. We rolled in some reefs, having had
a 5 - 6 forecast at 1300 hours, and it was already freshening.
We left the yacht harbour, turned the corner of the main
harbour, and waved to the Ds. until their little figures were
indistinguishable - such warm people . .



We planned to punch the tide over the Wad - H.W. had been at

1100, but we had had no chance of leaving then. The northerly

wind blew fresh and we made good progress in company with other

boats. After a few miles the local dinghies peeled off and

disappeared downwind again. Two keel boats were clearly going
to attempt the Wad passage with us, but I didn't give a lot for

their chances. As the channel slowly narrowed they eventually

ran aground and later we looked back to see that they had taken

their sails down and were preparing to sit it out for a few

hours (L.W. would come soon). We pressed on for Baltrum but
were soon aground ourselves. We repeated our exploits of two

days ago - waded and pushed over the summit, and soon could run

down the ebb to Baltrum. A little harbour, somewhat crowded.

Tuesday 27th July Wangerooge harbour

There's a depression in the Norwegian Sea that's upsetting

things for us. It blew quite hard (6?) outside last night, and

we bobbed about a bit as the waves were refracted in. We had

missed the 1755 forecast (we were just arriving) and so were

relying on the 0630 one, but for the first time overslept and

were ten minutes too late. So we faced an unsettled day with

no met. info.. However, Herr and Frau Erhardt, whom we had

also met on Norderney told us the wind strengths from their

forecast : 4 to 5, gusting 6, so we had some idea of what we
might be in for.

We intended to be early away to make full use of H.W. over the

Wads, but we saw that another c/board boat with a boom tent had

spent the night in the little harbour, so, late though we were,

we spent a happy hour chatting with them comparing notes and

interests.

At last away, perhaps 1130 (H.W.1145), reefed down and togged

up. But the wind was force 4 N.W. and we soon shook out the

reefs, for we were running, and took off wet gear as the sky

cleared. The ebb was set against us but conditions were not

hard. We still had plenty of water under us and were able to

take short cuts over the flats. We rapidly cleared Baltrum,

kept to the channel but had no difficulty with the Neuhar-

lingersieler Wattfahrwasser behind Langeroog, but didn't really

think we'd be in time to cross the drying summit of the

Spiekerooger Wattfahrwasser over to Wangerooge. But it was a

perfect wind for beating the ebb, and there was only a period

of about ten minutes when we were dodging about with the plate

scraping. Then we were over, with the ebb now helping.

Suddenly a sandflat to starboard showed a score of grey

seals. We sailed over to look and photograph, and of course

they all bobbed into the water. But lovely to see.



Notw in the little "Westanleger" at Wangerooge.

Wednesday 28th July Wangerooge harbour.

We had been tied up alongside a small yacht in the some-

what exposed outer harbour (as opposed to the ferry and

commercial section). When we came back from an evening

stroll through fields of sea lavender alongside the

narrowgauge railway, there was much activity. Norddeich

had sent out a forecast of strong winds and everyone was

taking precautions. After much contrary advice, given

with all good intent, we were recommended to beach on the

now narrow sand, which had been much too steep for us

when we arrived.

It was now dark, but with the quay lights and many

willing hands there were no problems. We soon got our

heads down; but with rapidly worsening wind and sea

some of the other yachts were in difficulties. Crossed

warps and the need to lay out anchors to the weather

side of the harbour in surf and dark led to a lot of

cheerful shouting well into the night. Finally one of

the boats with a drop keel decided to beach near us on

the top of the tide.

It was a cramped situation behind a short breakwater

with a couple of random stubby posts to add to the

hazards. Folk were standing in the waves steadying the

boat until about 0200 and the tide dropped away - all

within an oars' length of us. Into the bargain the tide

came and washed around us (rollers unsecured, though

well sat on) - and we had thought we would be high and

dry!.

The morning was rough and blowy; but forewarned by th

night H.W. we expected to take a bit of surf. To our

surprise and concern however the tide rose substantially

over its previous high, and boisterous waves threw us

about close to the now low quay. A mass of heavy
pallets - washed off the quay - and other flotsam

flogged about around us and had to be dragged ashore.

There was also some hectic work laying- out the anchor

sideways to counteract drift, plus various fore and aft

warps to secure our position. It was a proper storm

surge and came over the quay in places.

Thursday 29th July Wangerooge harbour

Later that afternoon, when the tide had at last ebbed,
we rolled along the sands to the further corner where

1there appeared to be a better chance of shelter -
judging by where the sand had remained dry. There is a

crude stony breakwater along the W. edge, but the seas

were crashing right over this at H.W., so it offered



little protection. Eventually we rolled right up on to

a bank of dry sand behind the continuation of this

breakwater, where it started to run inland.

This was a good position from the point of view of

height - bearing in mind the unexpected rise of the

previous H.W. (though when in bed I had visions of

having to get up in the pitch dark on to the stones to

try and hold our pitching boat). But the place had a

major disadvantage that I had not properly foreseen: as

the gale gained in strength - as it did in no uncertain

way - it relentlessly gouged the blowing sand from under

the boat, letting it rock on the rollers, swivel imper-

ceptibly, and settle uncertainly on the stones I had

placed in position to take some of the load.

At one point in the night a loud crack penetrated the

general hubbub, as something relentlessly started to make

its way through the bottom boards of the boat. I

struggled out into the driving sand with the torch, and

found we had settled onto a V-shaped stone which was

so bridging one of the bilge keels as to allow one of its

horns to press into the ply. It had cracked the

interior ply, but there is local reinforcement round it

and I don't think it will actually leak.

What a night though . . . I don't think we got much sleep.

We rattled and shook, and the sand blew everywhere, and

the gale blew and blew and blew. By the morning the

boat was balanced on one roller and a few rocks, and

under the stern, there was a great sculptured pit 2ft.

deep. Away from the boat ran great long ridges of

moving sand. And the tide had in fact come nowhere near

its previous height - although for a couple of days it
is still making.

The forecasts are rotten - gale warnings in all N. and

E. sea areas - and a second depression anticipated

to follow directly on this one. So we don't leave

today. Of course, having made our decision, this

gale blew itself out, leaving a boisterous4 - 5 behind

it.

We walked into Wangerooge for Gaz and other shopping,

and phoned Mark (got him out of bed - somewhat

monosyllabic if cheerful) and walked the couple of miles

back again. P.m. we extracted the boat unexpectedly

easily from its difficult berth, and rolled down a

little way on to a firmer section. We have put out the

anchor and other warps, but we hope the tide will leave

us alone. But when are we going to get away from here? A

poor forecast for tomorrow . . . this is our third
night.



Friday 30th July Wangerooge Harbour-

The relative lull between gales continued throught
the night, thr tide barely reached us leaving us
undisturbed, so we had a good night to make up for
the previous one. But as morning came so did the
new gale, confirming the evil forecasts. This is
no sailing day for us - let alone anyone else. We
do see one or two intrepid (foolhardy?) yachts and
cruisers moving about at sea; yachts struggle in
here on reefed jib alone, and the offlying shoals
are white with surf. According to other storm-
bound sailors here two fishermen were drowned near
here last night in the entrance to the Jade. I can
believe it. There but for the grace of God . . .

So here we are for the day - a rough one. Good
sleep, late breakfast, a stroll:out along the
narrow-gauge railway again - back because of the
storm tide to see how HW treated us (just lapped
us). P.m. a fruitless walk, apart from pleasure,
to the water tower to buy postcards; tea, repacking
the radio; possibilities for tomorrow if fine; bed.
The time goes quite quickly.

Saturday 31st July Horumersiel

Still pretty boisterous - 5 to 6 I reckon. But a
slightly better forecast - nothing immediately in the
offing waiting to pounce on us the moment we are
unprotected. So, something of a knife edge decision -
and clearly the fact that we have been stuck here so
long shouldn't be allowed to affect it.-Perhaps that's
a counsel of perfection. . .



The wind, strong, was W.N.W., Wangerooge's wad shore
offered protection should things worsen; it was wind
with the tide, and on the rising tide we could cut east
directly.out of the harbour without having first to
fight W. into the surf of the Dove Harle. We knew now
that the Wadden sea doesn't kick up over shoal water as
one might expect. Finally, once clear into the Jade,
the wind would be off the shoals or over the land, and
the seas would have little fetch. At 1400hrs I decided
the risks were acceptable enough to warrant going.

We were helped down the beach by two equally stormbound
youngsters who were hoping to work W.to Borkum with -

their fibreglass dinghy - a heavier affair than ours.
In fact it all went very well, and justified our
assessment. Having set out under jib alone we soon
felt able to set well-reefed main and made rapid
progress E. The flooding tide enabled us to cut
corners once again, so that we didn't follow the
intricacies of the perched channel. The waves were
substantial but manageable and we were soon across into
the Jade; a half hour's run/reach and Horumersiel
showed up on the starboard - a forest of masts.
Rapidly in - and relief at being in a new port at last.

When we had found a spare berth, a young couple asked
us if we would like some tea - they had just made some
on their neighbouring small yacht. We accepted
gratefully and much chat ensued.

The evening promised no better weather, and at their
gentle invitation we allowed ourselves to be persuaded
to return with them to their home in Oldenburg, some 30
miles S, for the night.

They were a fascinating and charming couple - well-
educated but forming something of a nucleus for a left-
wing citizens action group; socialists, but of no
brand label. They lived - very comfortably, but nicely
untidily,in an old warehouse in part of which they
manufactured (batch production) storage cabinets,
shelves and display rack s for the local shops - and
were clearly doing very adequately out of it.

There was no fuss but lots of friendship - some rubbish
cleared away, mattress biscuits put down, and there was
our bed for the night. The whole atmosphere was easy,
and we were not made to feel 99. In the late evening a
dubbed TV showing of the old film Quo Vadis we might
have done without, but there was much local Jever beer,
young friends dropped in, and finally we all went round
to the local pub and chatted happily over more beer.
Bed - willingly - about midnight.

Sunday 1st August Horumersiel
(Oldenburg)



Weather forecasts still bad. They advise us, and we-
sadly agree, that we can't sail today - what a spell-:
talk about Slow Boat to China. . . So we are persuaded
to stay in Oldenburg with them for another night - and
we have left all our money in Sea Urchin. I mention
this to "Pu` Schroeder and he at once lends me 50 DM
(about 10) for any shopping we might want to do
tomorrow. They show us round the centre of Oldenburg
(Mark and I were here last year) - after we have spent
the morning in their (very good) natural history museum.
In the evening more friends came round and keen
political discussion followed - on the lines of what to
do about socialist or social democratic parties when
they become old and corrupt - what genuine
alternatives? Late to bed again - as exhausted as when
sailing

Monday 2nd August Horumersiel

In spite of bad forecasts we felt we had to get back to
the boat (much kind pressure to stay) - we felt we were
not really free to make effective decisions at a
distance - free to seize what opportunities the
changing weather might offer. Also too many things
like radio, compass, passports and money were quite
unguarded. So they nobly ferried us back to
Horumersiel (we saw two storks in the fields on the
way). There we were given the run of their boat -
bedding, food, stores - plus instructions for closing
all up when we left.

At midday force 6/7 was threatened and conditions
locally seemed to confirm it. Elsewhere we might have
accepted a degree of risk. But here we are in the most
critical part of the German Bight and can expect
no mercy - it's a cruel place in bad weather. So, more
time lost. With our boat so familiar we decided, in
spite of the Schroeder's invitation, to stay on her as
usual.

Tuesday 3rd August Bremerhaven
(Weser)

Rain in the night and strong gusty wind a.m. - any
possibility of going, and if so, where? I bit my nails
all morning waiting for it to moderate It was
marginally possible - bearing in mind a rising tide in
the afternoon, a NWly wind, and perhaps Bremerhaven as
a destination. But this would mean crossing the great
shoal S. of Alte Mellum island at half tide - what
'would the surf be like in this wind? We decided to
make ready but let the 1355 forecast settle it. When
it came it spoke of 6 - moderating; the wind would come



over Alte Mellum and I felt things had just become
acceptable.

As we made our last preparations two men arrived from
the local (Wilhelmshaven) newspaper, having heard of
our coming, and proceeded to interview us. All was
most friendly, they took some photographs, we exchanged -

addresses, and they promised to send on the article.
It delayed us perhaps 20 minutes - and I had thoughts
of running out of tide short of Bremerhaven - for this
was where we were now bound.

We set off at 1500 in company with some yachts - all
well reefed, us to the 2nd batten. Soon however we
were able to shake them progressively out and the
moderate seas were manageable in the strong following
breeze. It seemed - and was- miles over the Hohe Weg
shoal; we had a pathfinder yacht showing us depth which
was very useful, and at last we sidled into the Weser
fairway, running parallel to heavy 'big ship' traffic

At last down into Bremerhaven on the last of the flood -

critical wind all the way and critical traffic in the
harbour mouth. Sails down, oars out, in an attempt to
row against the now falling tide up the creek leading
to the Beder Kesa/Geeste canal entrance lock. Two miles
hard rowing brought success (surprise). Could not
enter lock and must await morning. However, pontoon
for mooring. We're here!

Wednesday 4th August Ottendorf

A night off salt water at last (virtually).
Unfortunately as the tide fell the canal drainage
sluices were opened and our quiet pontoon was
considerably less quiet during the small hours while the
water surged and gurgled, and we bumped a little. Since
we only hit the sack at about 2330 and wanted to wake for

the 0630 forecast, a disturbed night was unwelcome. In
addition, to our surprise, the lock was opened at 0240
to release a barge and a succession of yachts - all
presumably catching the new flood to Bremen or
Oldenburg.

The morning forecast was none too bright, but here for
once it wouldn't matter. Around 0730 one or two boats

began to queue outside the lock, and at 0830 when it
admitted them we were in time to join them. A yacht,
Susewind, from Bremen most kindly offered us a tow and
hauled us all the way to Ottendorf - the Elbe end of the
canal. The weather deteriorated - force 7 - rain in

heavy showers - COLD. Wot, no more summer?..Evening
forecast gives better weather. We need it to get to
Brunsbuttel in the morning.



Thursday 5th August Holtenau

Awake at 0430 in a hopeful attempt to use the last
of the flood tide into Brunsbuttel. 0630 forecast
at last a bit better. Panic around 0700 when the
lockkeeper said that by the time he started work
- 0730 - the tide would already be too high in the
bridgehole through the sea dyke to let anyone
through. A difficult bit of persuasion in awful
German before I could convince him that, with our
mast lowered, we had indeed so little headroom
that we could pass. But he did allow himself to be
persuaded, and pass through we did. Otherwise we
would have had to await the afternoon tide and lose
all chance of reaching Holtenau this day.

We tacked rapidly out into the main channel - much
heavy traffic, and a lop that reminded us of what
the Elbe could do if it wanted to. We were
jubilant at the improved weather, and a real
possibility of reaching the Baltic today. A good
bit of estuary sailing took us up to Brunsbuttel
just in time for the turn of the tide, and we were
able to sail straight into an immense open lock
without any waiting. The traffic outside had been
very kind to us, for it was positively thick, and
moving in all directions. There were also plenty
of wreck buoys scattered around.

There were three ships, a barge, and a lone yacht -
British - in the lock. Before we left I was able
to beg a tow off one of the ships, a Dane, and just
the right size (the ship I mean). We left the lock
before he did and were able to throw him our warp
as he eased past us and took up the slack. Then he
put on speed and we were at once up on the plane.
As last year, once the boat was allowed to find her
own favourite position, slightly to the side of the
ship's wash, she steered herself. We were able to
leave the tiller alone, merely keeping a hand in
the offing in case a passing vessel caused us to
yaw. There was still a fair amount of (N.W.) wind
and a fine spray tended to come over on to us -
otherwise all went splendidly. We had set out
along the canal at 1020 and would be at Holtenau by
evening - a long passage up on the plane!

When we came to Rendsburg, about halfway along the
cut, our skipper stopped and tied up for half an
hour. There was a "Zollfrei Schiffsausrustung`
opposite us on the quay so, following the advice of
the Customs man on Wangerooge, I went and bought
four bottles of Johnny Walker at 5.90' D.Marks each
1.30 ? Since whisky is a universally acceptable

currency in these waters we thought it a good buy.
- Indeed, on returning to our tow the skipper
indicated that he would slip us on approaching the



locks, so we pressed a bottle into his hands - he
was otherwise reluctant to take a sou.

Though the terminal locks and into Holtenau yacht
moorings 1745. Many boats. The Baltic at last.

Friday 6th August Shore on E. coast of
Langeland.

Squeak, squeak, squeak, as the boat rubbed against
the staging in the night - all right when we went to
bed. Got up to fix things with a boat roller,
whereupon it started to rain, ceasing promptly when
I'd done the job; huh!

Rain and drizzle and poor visibility when we awoke at
0600 hoping to be all set for a reasonably early
departure after we'd been to the bank - we'd
successfully phoned Mark last night. Necessities
took a long time - as did the bank, where we cashed
a Eurocheque for L30 in Danish currency. Last German
shopping and then away about 1000. The weather was
much improved - no rain, fluffy clouds, good
visibility. The German Bight forecast had reported
no relevant depressions in the offing, so we felt the
risks were favourable for a direct crossing to
Langeland in Denmark - some 30 sea miles.

Out into the Kiele Forde - boats (including erratic
corvettes) in all directions going in all directions.
However enough wind for adequate manoeuvering. Some-
what threatening cloudscape to the south but clearer
skies northwards where we were bound. A most useful
westerly, about 3 soon freshening to 4. The Baltic,
particularly Kiel bay is notorious for kicking up
quickly, and as it lived up to its reputation, we
soon reefed down to the first batten.

The passage buoys lie at about 5 mile intervals and
our course between them soon gave us following wind a
and seas. It began to gust 5 and we had some
lively sailing among surging crests; Greta is not
fond of this sort of sailing. But we were still
under control. P.m. the wind veered a little, we
turned a bit towards it, and it freshened to 5
gusting 6. It was lucky we were reaching and could
spill when necessary. Eventually Langeland's E. shore
gave us shelter, and about 1730 we beached on a
little ledge of stony sand - our Danish landfall.

Now the sausages are frying, the evening sky is blue,
and on this weather shore the sea is almost calm.
Fine weather tomorrow ?

Saturday 7th August VejrH beach.



Fine weather indeed ' Overcast early but with a
feeling of impending heat. Yesterday's strong wind -

had given way to a light air and had veered to the
N.W. - just possible for our proposed course
diagonally up Langeland's Belt. An easy start - why
rush ? But this one night (unless it could have been
on Wangerooge, which I doubt) seems to have infected
us once more ( v. last year) with an explosive
population of sand hoppers. They are irrepressible
and indefatigable during the small hours,
consequently they are impossible stowaways.
Something must be done . . .

We eased out on course into the Belt but after about
half an hour's delightful fine weather sailing - our
first for weeks - the wind fell away and we were left
floundering in the remains of yesterday's chop. We
trimmed to what airs therc were and meantime rejoiced
in the return of the summer. But as sailing - and
particularly as passage -making - it was very
frustrating. The calm lasted right through the
middle of the day - a long time by our experience -
and when we at last drifted past a buoy we found we
were also contending with a noticeable contrary
current, so by mid-afternoon we had really only
managed to cross the Belt to the entrance of Nakskov
harbour. At last, at about 1630, a light but useful
breeze came in from the north and we were able to tac
to clear the N.W. corner of Lolland.

The coast here, apart from Onsevig, is a bit
unwelcoming so we opted to make for Vejro islet 12
miles away, late though it was. Our wind, a fine
reach, held perfectly , and we landed easily on a
sandy shore near woods at about 2000. A perfect
evening; the wind at once died away, bright moonlight
reflected on the ripples, preceded by sunset.

Blitz on sandhoppers took- an hour! During the day
the sea at times was RED with great swathes of
drowned ladybirds, as was our beach. There has been
an explosion of them.
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Sunday 8th August Faro islet

A beautiful still moonlit night, light ripples
audible on the strand. Brilliant morning with
a light air from the west, favourable for us.

Not a very hurried breakfast after hearing the 0630
B.B.C. forecast (high pressure ridge establishing
itself into the Baltic). Then set off eastwards

along the Smaalands Vaerwandet past our old island of

Femo. Gorgeous summer sailing,even if the following
wind was on the light side. Gently rolled down the

miles all day as the land gradually became visible

all round, and closed in as we approached the great
Vordingborg bridge. We seemed to be hours
approaching - as of course we were. But as we at

last crawled up to it we discovered from a buoy that
we were also contending (again) with an appreciable
contrary current (against the wind). At the critical

moment the wind fell right away and we were reduced
to rowing through the bridge. Other yachts
attempting it under sail were stationary or going
backwards and all had to use engines. A Dane going

into Vordingborg kindly offered us a tow but we had

to decline as we were making for our old landing on

Taert. However the evening was rapidly growing on;the

last whispers of wind died right away, but before they
did, we had decided to start cooking the evening meal.

This was quite all right while we were still being

breathed along; when the flat calm arrived I had to

row over the tops of boiling pots - O.K. in the event

but not really to be recommended.

It suddenly became clear that Taer# was out of the

question. Our nearest land, about two miles away

was the islet of Fart so we straight away altered

course for it. Unwelcoming rocky shore; no time for

messing about; tied fore and aft between two unused

fishing stakes. First class mooring ! Supper, then
tent, bed. Another wonderful still moonlit night.
Good weather !

Monday 9th August R<dvig beach

A clear sunlit morning, but an east wind. We shall

have to beat all the way to Ulosund bridge connecting

Mon to Sjieland, if not further. Got under way 0900;

past Taer/ as inviting as ever. It took us untilnoon
(or later ?) to reach the bridge - cool wind, hot sun -

but after turning into Stege Bugt we were able to hold

a course north. Having sailed these waters twice

before we felt much more confidant when cutting corners

over shoal water rather than following every loop in
the marked channel. Once again our supposedly up-to-
date chart does not correspond with the existing



marks. The visibility on this third passage was
better thah ever before, and'whole stretches of 'land-
showed that.we had never seen before. It looked .
magical and enticing. Shall we live long enough ever^-
to explore it ?

This time as we ldft the convoluted Bogestrom we
could just see the whole way across Fakse Bugt to
Rodvig on the far side - our departure point for
Sweden.

The wind fell very light as we made our way across
and the evening drew on - it was lucky it was a
freeing wind by this time. But when we were a good
three miles short of R$dvig it died away altogether.
So once again, out with the oars, only this time an
almost smooth sea (a slight lop), a breath of air
to help us occasionally, and no cooking pots to avoid.

So we ploughed merrily along and finally beached on
our old spot with perhaps an hour of daylight to
spare. Tent, cooking, content.

Post Office tomorrow, stocking up, contact Lauritsen
(our friend from last year) if we possibly can, but
with the weather as fine as this we'd be mugs to miss
a chance to cross the Sound to Sweden tomorrow - so
we can't leave late in the day. Fingers crossed.
Storm clouds about; h'm'm'm . . .



Tuesday 10th August Falsterbo beach
(written on a tossing sea)

A little rain in the night but a morning with
promise of a fine day again - poorer visibility
associated with morning humidity. Into the town by
0830 - the streets lined with swathes of dead
ladybirds like chaff on a threshing floor -
unbelievable. Shopped, picked up the diaries from
Mark at the Post Office, phoned Lauritsen
(successfully ! only wasted 25 tre!) and made our
apologies - then hurried back to the beach - to find
him already there and waiting for us. Much delight,
and a little inevitable delay; then goodbye, and off
into a lightish breeze at about 1000.

We made long slow legs out into the Sound and seemed
to be frowned on by the cliffs of Stevens Clint for
ages. The great lighthouse in the middle of the
Sound is visible from Denmark, so it was an easy
reference point.

While we were were intending to make the lighthouse
the wind was foul for us. But as the day wore on
the wind became so gentle and the sea so easy that
it became clear that we should be perfectly safe in
cutting inshore of Maklappen sandbank (bird-
sanctuary) and wading across Falsterbo reef if the
water was that shallow - we did this last year.
This freed our wind direction and we could carry on
on a fine reach homing on to the end of Falsterbo
peninsular. When at last we came to the reef - a
sand bar actually - we drifted across it with no
trouble, the plate and the rudder right up, in a foot
or so of water. So,clear in to the bay behind,
having cut out a detour to windward miles in
extent - very satisfying.

Evening sun behind us, sandy shore to our left, sand
a few feet beneath us. We rowed to an easy landing.
We had caught a garfish in the Sound, our first.
Hooked him in the middle of his BACK - what
happened? - wasn't he looking? No matter, he tasted
gorgeous.

Much happy chat with friendly SWEDES.

Wednesday 11th August Abbekas

The high pressure system that is giving us fine
weather- and has settled over Scandinavia is never-
theless giving us Easterlies. So after rolling



easily off our steepish sandy shore we close-hauled

away into Kampinge bay and across the southern end

of the Falsterbo Canal. There are rocks and islets-

marked on the chart; these had (most fortunately)

not been in any way evident last year, when we'*d-

been running somewhat by the lee in a choppy sea and

were being pressed onto their marked position. But

last night a friendly stroller had remarked that

they were a resort for the little local colony of

seals, so we set out to locate them - we had seen a

lone seal offshore yesterday.

The islets turned out to be the sandbank edge of a

shore lagoon, but the rocks were barely distinguish-

able - a nasty oily swirl where one rock just broke

the surface. We eased our way gingerly over the

rocks, sails flapping, looking out over the

stemhead, and with periodic clonks from the

centreplate as we actually hit a hard one. But the

wind was light and we could perfectly control our

speed. The seals were all about us - chiefly

submerged but full of curiosity, spaniels' heads

bobbing up where-ever we looked. Apparently the

Baltic suffers from being a virtually enclosed sea:

industrial and agricultural poisons accumulate, and

the large animals such as seals, coning at the end

of the food chain, have been hard hit. So we were

glad to see their numbers.

Away into deeper water. The wind,E.S.E. veered a

little and allowed us to beat up the coast towards

Trelleborg with hardly a tack. But it wasn't easy

sailing. Some miles beyond Trelleborg the coast

eases away northerly, and we hoped to come nearer to

a reach - a day's beating is hard going. But

ironically, by the time we got thewre the wind was

backing fractionally, so we had to work all the way

- occasionally tacking out to clear the immense

coastal lines of fishing nets.

I had changed our fishing spinner after catching

yesterday's fish - catching a fish by the back can't

indicate enthusiasm for biting the spinner. so we

were much encouraged when we had another catch

(garfish again) this time properly hooked by the

jaw.

Had the wind been a freeing wind we would easily

have made the coast beyond Ystad (last year's final

point) but as evening drew near it became clear we

must look for a landing west of Ystad. We ran down

on to an inviting strand just east of AbbekZs and

attempted a landing and roll-up.' But it was just too

steep, and the degree of surf foiled all our efforts

at rolling diagonally. Having unloaded a lot of the

heavy gear in our attempts to make a landing, we had

to bundle it in again and row (through net lines as

ever) to AbbekAs' little harbour. Glad it was

there. Beached on sand inside. More friendly folk.



Thursday 12th August Abbekas
(written at sea)

H m m m . . . Blowing 3-4 ENE as we were having
breakfast, whereas the forecast had been 2-3 NE. As
we approached the time for departure it became a bit
more critical, bearing in mind that the only useful
destination for today's sail would be Sandhammeren
beach, as the safe departure point for the next day's
sail across the gat to Bornholm. Anything less would
just involve another day's sail in between. ENE
veering E put our course dead to windward. We were
tired, and though, obviously, time presses, it became
good sense to call it off for the day and stay put.
It was well that we did; after lunch it freshened
still more until - forecast notwithstanding - it was
force 5-6 and the bay was full of white horses, no
place for us. We spent the afternoon walking happily
along into the pine-covered sandhills, and picked
cherries. Later we slept on the warm grass. Ants!
Tomorrow?

Friday 13th August Sandhammeren beach

The same forecast - a useful "high" over N.
Scandinavia generating settled weather for us but also
this contrary wind. However, having died away in the
night, it was substantially less this morning - 3?
Anyhow, good enough to have a shot at, even it it dlid
mean a dead beat to windward.

Got away about 0930, and though,not fierce it at once
became the familiar old wet beat - hard work for us,
and the boat all the time, and slow progress over the
ground. Still, progress we did, and it's a beautiful
rural and domestic coast to work along - woods and
cornfields backed by distant hills. We were off Ystad
by lunchtime and tacked up the following bay all the
afternoon.

We trailed our spinner all day; twice we got a bite,
hauled the fish all the way to the transome only to
see him break free at the last moment - chagrin!
These seas are not so bubbling with fish that we can
see our supper disappear with equanimity. We dis-
consolately put the spinner out again - in any case we
have to keep winding it in to remove the substantial
"catches" of weed.

We beat laboriously but firmly on, and as the sun
moved lower in the sky (intermittent cloud during the
day) it became clear that we were going to reach
Sandhammeren after all - barring sudden failure of
wind. We passed the little haven of Kaseberga
nestling in the cliffs - cliffs crowned on the top by





a very evident prehistoric stone circle. Eventually

the cliffs ran down to a sandy coast covered with

pine-covered dunes - our hoped-for landing for the

night. As we went about and headed inshore we reeled

in our fishing line; with much glee found we had a

bite and this time were successful in hauling him in.-

Garfish supper again - lovely. Sandy shore- difficult

shelf, but once up, wonderful!

Saturday 14th August Bornholm
(Beach 2 miles S. of Rtnne)

All thes. places we feel we shall have to visit again

- shall we now be spared the time? Like the Flying

Dutchman we are here today and gone tomorrow.

Off again easily at 0900. While we were breakfasting

the wind was comfortably in the north, an easy breeze,

but by the time we were afloat it had veered to the

NE, even ENE - so we were close hauled. We had hoped

for an easy sail for once, for the sky was blue and

the sea almost smooth. We had about 20 miles to go,

crossing quite a busy shipping lane, so we were a

little anxious when the wind showed signs of dropping

right away. But when it came in again it had

backed,giving us a freeing wind - a run down to Rtnne

the main town on Bornholm.

We hoped to make port before shop-closing time, as

this is Saturday and we wanted to phone Mark. But

although we arrived at about 1645 and were at the Post

Office just before 1700, we discovered that it closed

at noon, so nowt could be done. And we don't know the

phone box code for England - apart from the fact that

Danish phone boxes are worse than one-armed bandits.

Having had no success al1day with our fishing, on the

last mile into R0nne we definitely had a catch; this

time he again got off the hook, and when only half

wound in. So, no fish for supper, curried T.V.P.

instead.

Rtnne is a very beautiful old town, but sooner than

lie in the harbour we left again and sailed on S. to

look for a welcoming beach. Half a mile from the

harbour we spotted some treacherous rocks just

submerged, skirted them and then turned in to a

beautiful shore beneath a hanging pinewood. Steep

sand, but just manageable.

Seine netters hard at work all round us at sunset.

Another fine evening.

Sunday 15th August Bornholm, Neks#.



Slid off our sandy shelf beneath our pineclad slope at
0900. A beautiful morning again but a wind, gentler,
from the SE that forced us to beat. One can't have

everything: if one has high pressure over Norway and
Sweden one is liable to have easterlies. Too bad if
one is working east, though settled weather is the
great blessing - after those N. Sea days in harbour.

We were hoping to have a shortish day today - Sunday,
so no hope of phoning, but (in hope) everything else

lined up for tomorrow - Post Office (no phone box
nonsense), shopping, and an easy start, late, for

Poland. But the little harbour we were aiming for

turned out to be a quay and not much else (Bakkerne).
So we beat our way round the S. point of Bornholm to

make for Snogeboek. This had a little harbour and
village but no Post Office. So now we're in Nekso

harbour - large and expensive - because there are no
welcoming sandy beaches outside, just rock. Still, no

problems. Tied alongside a young couple from
Amsterdam.

Monday 16th August Neks#/Ustka.

Most welcoming Dutch pair - their baby's first birthday

today,and so we found two hunks of Danish Pastry on our boat
when we returned from shopping this morning. We were
able to reply with a ripe peach for their little peach.
Also telephoned Mark this morning - still seems

miraculous when one does succeed in getting through straight

away. Told him where we were and that, as the weather
forecasts were favourable, we were setting out for Poland

in the afternoon. Stocked up well with sandwiches,

thermi, and warm clothing. Finally shipshape we tacked

out of the harbour in a good breeze at 1445.

Thank goodness, a freeing breeze, but a dcc idedly bumpy

sea - over which we nevertheless made good progress.
What a blessing to be able to sail one's course at a good

speed. All afternoon we notched off the miles, soon

dropping Bornholm in the haze. Saw only two boats before

nightfall. Halfway through the afternoon we reefed to

the first batten as the sea was becoming somewhat
tumbling. We drove on surging into the dusk, very

conscious of the 60 long miles in front of us.

With some hesitation I reefed most of the wag to the
second batten just before dark, and later was very glad

to have done so - in fact we shook out no reefs until
arriving in Ustka. Just after dark two trawlers showed

their lights to the stern, but soon disappeared down to

lee; these were the last boats we encountered for about
the next 40 miles.

The sea surged and roared in the darkness all around us,

and we rode and slid up and down vigorously, though
comfortably under control. Perfect wind direction and



strength, but a good deal more sea than I would have
expected this wind to raise.

For a long time there was enough afterglow, and then
isolated stars to hold a course by - for our compass
regrettably is quite inadequately lit; one has to check
periodically with the torch. As the night wore on heavy
clouds drove upfrom the NE, shot through with occasional
flashes of lighning. The chief disadvantage of this was
the loss of stars to steer by.

We took it in turns at the helm - spare hand resting on
the floorboards to be fresher when the helmsman tired.
Reefs notwithstanding we bustled on down our bearing
(120 for Jaroslawiec light) - hour after long hour.
When we reckoned we must be about half-way - say 2200 hrs
- we began to scah hopefully for some trace of lighthouse
loom, but the vague horizon betrayed no sign.

The waning moon came up and gave a valuable steering mark
-also showing up the dramatic thunderheads in its watery
light. On and on . . . hot soup, coffee and sandwiches
most welcome. Hasn't this lighthouse got any loom? -
surely we should be seeing it by now. Suddenly, both
together, we spotted a clear yellow light peaking over
the waves ahead - a long way off but quite distinct. In
a few minutes it had raised itself sufficiently to give
its characteristics, and it was in fact Jaroslawiec light
- this was at 0030, and we felt enormously elated at our
first positive sign of the Polish shore. Soon after
this the vague lights of various ships began to appear
over the horizon - in virtually all directions. They
travelled at$speed and we were concerned not to hold a
constant bearing with any of them - the classic collision
course. They all passed away safely, but one had us
consderably puzzled - it was either absolutely immense (a
super super-tanker?) or quite uncomfortably close -
although the dimness of its lights belied this. Finally
we made out TWO port lights, at bow and stern, and at
last it explained itself as a long marine tow. Two ships
in fact; not nice to tangle with in the dark.

The early hours wore on . . . . about 0330 it began to
pale in the NE, and eventually the compass became
visible again. We decided ttalter course for Ustka,
further to the east, in order to gain a day. -

A low featureless forested shore began to show up in the
far distance. Jaroslawiec light seemed never to turn
past us - it must be very far away. Still on and on,
nearer to beating now. According to the charted ranges
we ought to be seeing Ustka lighthouse by now, but could
pick up no sign of it - could tt possibly be inoperative?
Thundery showers were driving along the coast, spoiling
visibility, but Jaroslawiec light was still a most useful
bearing. Though it was now light the-sun was not up, so
we were disgruntled when Jaroslawiec prematurely
'extinguished itself, but almost immediately Greta on the
helm made out Ustka light - very low down - but
operating.



Still a long way to go - 7 miles? - but the light

remained showing long enough to secure sure bearings, and

welumbered on the last miles.

We finally arrived at the harbour pierheads at 0630 -

chilly but not raining. Our first Polish landfall.
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S E A U R C HIN -

Mark 1 wooden Wayfarer dinghy,--built by Piers^from a'
Smalleraft kit in our back garden in the summer of
1959. Launched that year on River Lea.

Carried on Polish trip. - -

Basic Mainsail, genoa, and working jib.

Wooden oars, carried under side decks - ? 7ft. long?

Reinforced seating for lengthened rollock stems.

Basic boom-over (heavy!) canvas tent - crutches at
stern.

Compass - on floor near wooden centreboard casing.

Handbearing compass.

Chimp pump on centreboard casing - invaluable for
crew morale.

Elvstrom self-bailers.

A fiddly but 100% secure back hatch cover fastening
of Piers' devising.

Flares etc.

Small portable radio, for weather forecasts.

Admiralty charts. I think we had the Baltic Pilots,
and also a book by a chap who proved pretty
unreliable, whose surname I cannot recall. He was
always referred to by us, somewhat contemptuously, as
"Stan the Baltic".

Ensigns of all countries anticipated as being
visited.

Two-burner Gaz camping cooker.

One middle-sized, one small Gaz cylinder.

Four two-gallon squash containers for water - lashed
each side of centreboard.

Lots of dehydrated foods, a few tins for "treats" -

though we were by no means entirely self-reliant for
food.

Three one-pint Thermos - or Thermi as they were known
to us. Life savers l

Cooked meal am and pm, to start and end the day.



Daytime snacks under sail.

We wore Beaufort Lifejackets almost always, and for

the Bornholmn/Polafld night crossing we both had life-

lines attached to the thwart.

Under the starboard foredeck we had the Wet Sack,

containing our heavy cheapo waterproof trousers,

jackets and sou'westers, and where any wet clothing

was put until it could be dealt with. And the Dry

Sack in which any extra clothing - and even, right at

the bottom, a bikini - were kept secure.

Charts were stored in the forepeak - the current one,

or two, being in plastic case attached to the

chartboard - the latter having a lifeline securing it

to the boat. (Bitter experience had been the teacher

here some years before.)


